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Outline

 Perspective and theoretical framework
 Objectives
 Development:

1.(Intellectual) commons

2.Commodification

3.Open business models



 

Perspective and
theoretical framework

 Mostly theoretical approach
 Critical analysis of theories about commons
 Some case studies, but they’re exploratory

 Interdisciplinary research
 Political economy (Polanyi, Marx, Harvey)
 Commons theory
 Philosophy, S&T studies, education...



 

Objectives

 Contribute to commons theory, particularly its 
application to culture and information

 Analyse the possible relationships between 
commons and commodification

 Are they incompatible?
 Can commodification arise within a commons?

 Asses how emerging business models based 
on intellectual commons affect that relation



 

Commons

 Definition: community sharing things
 practices of sharing

(rather than just communities or resource pools)

 Examples:
 land (quilombos, faxinais)
 fisheries, irrigation systems, forests...
 culture, software

(Wikipedia, GNU/Linux...)



 

Commons:
New Institutionalism (I)

 Most renowned / successful approach
 Elinor Ostrom: Nobel Prize in Economics
 strong influence from new institutional economics

 Ostrom disproved Hardin's
“Tragedy of the Commons”:

 commons are not doomed to overuse
 empirical studies (mostly small scale commons)

 led to design principles



 

Commons:
New Institutionalism (II)

 Rational individual remains the atomic element, 
but with a more complex behaviour model

 reputation, mid- and long-term considerations
 (Weak) methodological individualism;

contradicts focus on community

 Side-effect: hard to think systemically
 disregards competing or “predatory” commons

 “community-level individualism”?



 

Alternative approaches: 
Linebaugh’s commoning

 Peter Linebaugh, marxist historian:
“there's no commons without commoning”

 focus on the social bonds and political struggles 
from which commons (or enclosure) arise

 less mechanistic view of community / goods relation

 Broader view; might “scale” better to analyse 
larger commons, or their fit in capitalist society



 

Alternative approaches:
Hardt & Negri’s commonwealth

 Focuses the wealth (the common) that emerges 
as a by-product of social life

 Pollination metaphor
 Example: language

 Provides a systemic outlook from the start; 
social life is interconnected, so is the common

 Problem in both alternatives: research is not as 
easy to operationalize (far from it)



 

Commodification

 Commodity: something produced according to 
market needs (instead of communities’ needs)

 Problem: markets signal communities’ needs 
indirectly (and often distort them)

 Medicines: neglected diseases vs. “me too” drugs
 Advertising, consumerism
 Markets’ logic is much better at satisfying

the profit motive than communities’ needs



 

“Open business models” (I)

 Ways to finance the production of intellectual 
goods that do not rely on exclusive IP

 Free software: sale of services; sale of hardware
 Culture: donations (crowdfunding); advertisement



 

“Open business models” (II)

 In some commodification ceases (donations); 
some shift commodification somewhere else 
(sale of services / hardware)

 Advertisement shifts and exacerbates it
 user becomes the commodity

(sale of personal data)
 improved targeting increases consumerism



 

WIP: comments highly appreciated!

Thank you / Obrigado

msaid@usp.br
http://impropriedades.wordpress.com/

[in Portuguese]

http://impropriedades.wordpress.com/
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